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Black 
Hole

Part I

Introduction

“I’m astounded by people who want to ‘know’ the Universe

when it’s hard enough to find your way around Chinatown”

Woody Allen

Figure 1: Fluctuations in the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). What produced them?

1 The Microscopic Origin of Structure

1.1 TASI 2009: The Physics of the Large and the Small

The fluctuations in the temperature of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) (see Fig. 1) tell

an amazing story. Measured now almost routinely by experiments like the Wilkinson Microwave

Anisotropy Probe (WMAP), the temperature variations of the microwave sky bear testimony of

minute fluctuations in the density of the primordial universe. These fluctuations grew via gravita-

tional instability into the large-scale structures (LSS) that we observe in the universe today. The

success in relating observations of the thermal afterglow of the Big Bang to the formation of struc-

tures billions of years later motivates us to ask an even bolder question: what is the fundamental

microphysical origin of the CMB fluctuations? An answer to this question would provide us with

nothing less than a fundamental understanding of the physical origin of all structure in the universe.

In these lectures, I will describe the currently leading working hypothesis that a period of cosmic

inflation was integral part of this picture for the formation and evolution of structure. Inflation [1–3],
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Adiabatic Density Anisotropies 
d~10-5 at z~1100

Johann Schöner, c.1534 WMAP, c.2009

Celestial Globes



4G. Zhang and C. Tully,  https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.01274 (https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.01888) (Highlight article:  Journal cover)

Line-of-Sight

Line-of-Sight

Line-of-Sight

SimulationUsing Galaxy Scans
to predict the
Relic Neutrino
Sky

50meV 
neutrino mass
à CNB w/
~10%
anisotropies

PTOLEMY: Experiment to measure relic neutrinos from the Big Bang

https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.01274
https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.01888


Neutrinos in the Early Universe
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• Different from any other known fermion
• Right-handed partner is a gauge singlet (no known 

charges of any kind in the Electroweak-scale Standard 
Model of Particle Physics)
• Masses are significantly smaller than other fermions (only 

fermion that can have it’s mass scale influenced by 
GUT-scale physics through the see-saw mechanism)
• Lepton number violation through B-L gauge symmetry 

breaking could be responsible for wide-spread 
matter/anti-matter asymmetry in the current Universe

• Decoupling time earlier than any other direct signatures 
from the hot Big Bang
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Tritium β-decay
(12.3 yr half-life)

Neutrino capture on Tritium

Neutrino momentum

Neutrino momentum ~ 0.17 meV

For mn = 50 meV,
KE = p2/2m

= 0.17 meV (0.17 meV/100 meV)
= 0.3 µeV

Ultra-Cold!



Detection Concept:  Neutrino Capture
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d.
L’idea di base dei “telescopi” a 
trizio è di rivelare indirettamente 
i neutrini del fondo cosmico 
facendoli interagire con nuclei di 
trizio (un isotopo dell’idrogeno). 
Nel processo di cattura di questi 
neutrini (a destra) i nuclei di trizio 
emettono elettroni che hanno 
un picco di energia (in viola nel 
grafico) spostato di 2mకc2, cioè 
di due volte l’energia di riposo 
dei neutrini, rispetto al valore 
massimo della distribuzione di 
energia (curva blu nel grafico) degli 
elettroni emessi nel decadimento 
beta del trizio (a sinistra). 

Se ciò fosse possibile anche per il caso del Cnb, potremmo 
verificare alcune delle proprietà che, predette teoricamente o 
misurate indirettamente, riteniamo di conoscere: dovremmo, 
per esempio, contare all’incirca 340 neutrini e antineutrini 
del fondo per centimetro cubo (un numero enorme rispetto, 
ad esempio, ai neutrini che provengono dal Sole!), distribuiti 
in maniera “democratica” nelle tre specie note, e di velocità 
molto minore della velocità della luce, per almeno due delle 
tre specie. Il problema di una misura diretta del Cnb sta nel 
fatto che a differenza dei fotoni, che interagiscono con la 
materia (di cui sono fatti gli strumenti di misura) attraverso 
le interazioni elettromagnetiche, i neutrini interagiscono 
esclusivamente attraverso le ben più flebili interazioni deboli, 
il che rende la loro rivelazione estremamente difficile. Da 
decenni, si propongono metodi e si avanzano idee su come 
costruire un telescopio per il Cnb. Quasi tutte, purtroppo, 
sembrano di difficile, se non impossibile, realizzazione 
in un futuro prossimo, con forse un’unica eccezione: un 
telescopio a trizio. Sulla base di una vecchia idea di Steven 
Weinberg, che scrivendo nei primi anni ’60 pensava però 
che l’effetto fosse misurabile per una proprietà dei neutrini 
legata al celeberrimo “principio di esclusione di Pauli” (vd. 
in Asimmetrie n. 14 p. 33, ndr) e non alla loro massa, 
l’esperimento Ptolemy al Plasma Physics Laboratory di 
Princeton si propone di rivelare i neutrini (e gli antineutrini) 
primordiali osservando la traccia che lasciano quando 

interagiscono con nuclei di trizio: catturando un neutrino, 
un nucleo di trizio emette un elettrone di energia cinetica 
superiore a quella massima degli elettroni prodotti nel 
normale decadimento beta del trizio (vd. fig. d). Si stima 
che un bersaglio di 100 grammi di trizio possa produrre 
circa 10 eventi all’anno di cattura di neutrini primordiali. La 
sfida sperimentale è notevole, perché si tratta di costruire 
un rivelatore con una risoluzione in energia inferiore all’eV, 
ma un prototipo in scala è già in funzione e capiremo presto 
se siamo sulla buona strada per osservare i più antichi 
messaggeri dell’universo.

Biografia
Gianpiero Mangano è un ricercatore dell’Infn della sezione di Napoli. 
Si occupa di cosmologia, fisica del neutrino e gravità quantistica. 
È autore di oltre 120 articoli scientifici e di una monografia, “Neutrino 
Cosmology” pubblicata dalla Cambridge University Press.

Link sul web

http://ithaca.unisalento.it/nr-7_2016/index.html
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• Basic concepts for relic neutrino detection were laid out in a paper by Steven Weinberg in 1962
[Phys. Rev. 128:3, 1457] applied for the first time to massive neutrinos in 2007 by Cocco, 
Mangano, Messina [DOI: 10.1088/1475-7516/2007/06/015] and revisited in 2021 by Cheipesh, Cheianov, 
Boyarsky [https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.10069]

CnB Detection Requires:
few x 10-6 energy resolution set by mn

KATRIN ~ 10-4 (current limitation)
PTOLEMY:            10-4 x 10-2

(compact filter) x (microcalorimeter)

Gap (2m) constrained to 

m < ~200meV
from precision cosmology

What do we know?

Electron flavor expected with 

m > ~50meV
from neutrino oscillations

https://doi.org/10.1088/1475-7516/2007/06/015
https://arxiv.org/abs/2101.10069


PTOLEMY R&D Development Setup
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Target RF

EM Filter

Microcalorimeter

Andi Tan (Princeton)
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HV
18.6kV



New Developments on PTOLEMY
• Prototype filter magnet completed and tested
• Theoretical developments on target physics and >90% 

hydrogen loading on NPG graphene
• New RF calculations and antenna simulations w/ Dutch 

collaboration on front-end processing
• New TES performance – reaching 50 meV resolution for 

15x15 µm2 @ 52mK pixels
• End-to-end simulations in Kassiopeia for prototype
• Plans for LNGS full-prototype (funded jointly by 

JTF/Simons/NWO-NWA/PNRR)
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Electromagnetic Filters
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KATRIN
~1200m3

mn < 0.8 eV/c2 (90% CL)
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.08533

à0.2 eV/c2 Sensitivity Goal
(~1 eV energy resolution)

Magnetic Adiabatic Invariance

Collimation: -!B||B

Reflect for E<Efilter
Pass for E>Efilter

MAC-E filter

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.08533


Electromagnetic Filters
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PTOLEMY
~1m3

Magnetic Adiabatic Invariance

No Collimation: -!B⟂B 

Transverse Drift filter

respect to the magnetic field line. The perpendicular component is often referred to as the drift
velocity, VD. In equation (1), the four drift terms, from left to right, are given by (1) the E⇥B
drift; (2) the external force drift (such as gravity); (3) the gradient-B drift; and (4) the inertial
force drift.

The GCS description is valid in the limit that the E and B fields vary slowly spatially relative
to the cyclotron radius, ⇢c, and slowly in time, through the motion of the particle, compared
to the cyclotron period, ⌧c, namely:

⇢c ⌧
����
B

rB

���� ,
����
E

rE

���� ; and (2)

⌧c ⌧
����

B

dB/dt

���� ,
����

E

dE/dt

���� ; (3)

where the total variation per unit time seen by the particle comes from the variation in time
at a fixed point in space and the variation due to the displacement while the field is fixed in
time: d/dt = @/@t + V ·r. These conditions, if satisfied, allow the motion of the electron to
be accurately described by adiabatic invariants, and, in particular, the first adiabatic invariant.
The derivation of the first adiabatic invariant is found in these references [15,16] and follows from
the action-angle variable description of the Hamiltonian in terms of the gyroaction J ⌘ (mc/q)µ
canonically conjugate to the cyclotron phase angle, where µ, with magnitude µ, is the orbital
magnetic moment of the electron with respect to a magnetic field B. Starting with a non-
relativistic treatment, µ in the GCS frame is given by

µ =
mv⇤2?
2B

(4)

where v⇤
? is the instantaneous velocity of the electron perpendicular to the magnetic field line in

the GCS frame (starred quantities) and are related to the inertial frame instantaneous velocity
v = v? + vk by v⇤

? = v? � VD and v⇤
k = vk � Vk ⇡ 0. The angle, ↵, between v and B, also

equal to

↵ = arccos
vk
v

, (5)

is the pitch angle of the electron.

In the presence of a non-uniform magnetic field, the Hamiltonian term U = �µ ·B gives rise
to a total net force given by

f = �rU = �µrB . (6)

The parallel component, fk, is the well-known mirror force responsible for magnetic adiabatic
collimation and the magnetic bottle e↵ect for trapping charged particles in non-uniform mag-
netic fields. The perpendicular component, f?, is the source of the gradient-B drift. This drift
is particularly interesting for a filter since only non-electric drifts can lead to a change in total
kinetic energy. Drifts due to electric fields are always perpendicular to E by construction and
therefore cannot do any work – electrons under E⇥B drift follow surfaces of constant voltage.

More precisely, when accompanied by E ⇥ B drift, the gradient-B drift can do work on the
electron and reduce the internal kinetic energy of gyromotion for a corresponding increase in
voltage potential. This is described by, inserting terms from equation (1),

dT?
dt

= �qE · VD = �qE · (qE � µrB)⇥ B

qB2
=

µ

B2
E · (rB ⇥B) (7)

where T? is the internal kinetic energy of gyromotion in the GCS frame. The implementation
of this basic principle into a filter for PTOLEMY is described below.
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PTOLEMY Filter Concept
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II: ஜ
మ
� × � drift, with magnetic moment  ߤ = ௩఼

మ

ଶ

PTOLEMY: two types of drift

I: E × � drift
1. net drift, ݒௗ௧ = ܤ/ܧ

2. no work, drift along equipotential planes

cyclotron motion – detectable RF

1. net drift, ݒௗ௧ = ߤ 


2. Allows E field to work (!): ௗ ఼்
ௗ௧

= ܧ݁ ڄ Ԧݒௗ௧

Auke Pieter Colijn (PATRAS 2019)
the e�z/� term is substituted for by the normalized sampled Bx-component along the center
line when the filter voltages are actually set.

Figure 5: rB?, µ, and VrB for a pitch 90� electron with initial transverse kinetic energy 18.6 keV in
a 3T initial magnetic field.

Unlike the analytical conditions used in [4], the non-zero aspect ratio of the filter and the
introduction of a transition region from uniform to decaying field require corrections to the
above voltages until precise drift balancing is achieved. Drift balancing can be calculated
explicitly with the precision magnetic field map. The gradient-B drift is nominally

VrB(z)|x,y=0 = �µ⇥r?B(z)

qB(z)
(17)

where µ is taken to be adiabatically invariant in areas of low magnetic field gradient. In
reality, the transition from uniform to decaying field introduces a region of high gradient at the
beginning of the filter and µ is increased within the level of a few percent as shown in Figure 5,
leading to a corresponding change in gradient-B drift. Along the center line, the By and Bz

components are nearly zero and therefore the magnitude B(z) ⇡ Bx(z), and the transverse
gradient r?B(z) ⇡ dBx/dz, leading to

VrB(z)|x,y=0 = � µ

qBx

dBx

dz
ŷ (18)

The y-component of E ⇥B drift that counteracts the gradient-B drift is

V y
E⇥B(z)|x,y=0 =

E ⇥B

B2
x

=
EzBxŷ

B2
x

=
Ez

Bx
ŷ (19)

The sum of the two drifts should be zero; this is the drift balancing condition and yields
an expression for Ez that leads to the potential (12). If the voltages (16) are used without
correction, the actual net-drift that results is non-zero (Figure 6).

To correct the electrode voltages, the residual between the observed potential and the idealized
potential (12) is added as a correction term to the voltages (16). The adjustment is made
only to the positive-y voltages. This procedure is repeated until a desired level of convergence
with (12) or desired level of filter performance is achieved. Explicitly, the voltages for the ith
iteration, Vy+ [i], are set by

Vy+ [i] = Vy+ [i� 1] + 2 (�ideal � �[i� 1]) (20)

where Vy+ [i � 1] and �[i � 1] are the voltages and potential from the previous iteration, and
�ideal is the solution (12). A factor of two is attached to the residual to reduce the number of
iterations.
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iteration, Vy+ [i], are set by

Vy+ [i] = Vy+ [i� 1] + 2 (�ideal � �[i� 1]) (20)

where Vy+ [i � 1] and �[i � 1] are the voltages and potential from the previous iteration, and
�ideal is the solution (12). A factor of two is attached to the residual to reduce the number of
iterations.
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II: ஜ
మ
� × � drift, with magnetic moment  ߤ = ௩఼

మ

ଶ

PTOLEMY: two types of drift

I: E × � drift
1. net drift, ݒௗ௧ = ܤ/ܧ

2. no work, drift along equipotential planes

cyclotron motion – detectable RF

1. net drift, ݒௗ௧ = ߤ 


2. Allows E field to work (!): ௗ ఼்
ௗ௧

= ܧ݁ ڄ Ԧݒௗ௧

yields '( ) |+,- = −01
234 )
2)

Enforce zero drift in y (rotate E):

y

x x

z



Zero field (location for TES microcalorimeter)

Wonyong
Chung

Andi
Tan

PTOLEMY
filter@Princeton

Supported by: 

First Version of the PTOLEMY filter



Electrode Prototype

Electrode Voltages

Wonyong
Chung 
(Princeton)

Andi Tan (Princeton)



Bobsledding (pushing electron up potential)
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Transverse “Selector”
(one channel)

Dynamically Adjusted
(side channels)

to Total Energy “Selector”



Filter Performance
Figure 6: �� and net GCS y-velocity along the center line for several rounds of iteration starting with
a 3T initial field. The quadrupole point of the magnetic field and the end of the filter electrodes are
indicated with dotted lines.

Figure 7: Di↵erence in filter performance for 1T vs. 3T starting magnetic field. The initial transverse
kinetic energy of the electron is 18.6 keV. The final GCS transverse kinetic energy is 1.2 eV for 3T and
9.3 eV for 1T. The growth of the cyclotron radius of the electron as B decreases puts a ceiling on filter
performance for a given y0. The GCS trajectories are calculated from the instantaneous trajectories
by averaging values over one cyclotron orbit. The beginning and end of a single cyclotron orbit is
defined by intervals in which the instantaneous y and z velocities of the electron change sign twice in
an alternating fashion, indicating circular motion.

For dimensions y0/x0 = 1.5/5 cm and a starting field of 3T, the di↵erence in � compared to
the ideal and the net y-velocity along the center line for several rounds of iteration are shown
in Figure 6. It is favorable to minimize the potential di↵erence in the transition region z = 0 to
keep the electron from falling o↵ the center line early on; the net y-drift is not in practice exactly
zero but is nearly constant for the majority of the filter and can be counterbalanced by o↵sets
in the starting y-position of the electron. Figure 7 shows the di↵erence in filter performance as
discussed at the end of the previous section for an initial magnetic field of 1T vs. 3T.
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.10388PTOLEMY Collaboration, 
“Implementation and Optimization of the PTOLEMY Electromagnetic Filter” (in peer-review)

Improves as B2 for a fixed filter dimension
18.6 keV @ 1T à ~10eV (in 0.4m)
18.6 keV @ 3T à ~1eV (in 0.6m)

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/17/05/P05021

https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.10388
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1748-0221/17/05/P05021


HV Stability and Monitoring
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Diodes box
Field mill box

High precision voltmeter
Keysight®

Power supply 
Bertan®

1000 V / 
board

Single board
s = 0.3 mV

Expect √Nboards :
~1.4mV@20kV

Field Mill ~50mV

environmental parameter stabilization (dT ~ 0.1°C, Pressure < 1mBar, humidity 0%)

@LNGS
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Gap Opening in Double-Sided Highly Hydrogenated Free-Standing
Graphene
Maria Grazia Betti,* Ernesto Placidi, Chiara Izzo, Elena Blundo, Antonio Polimeni, Marco Sbroscia,
José Avila, Pavel Dudin, Kailong Hu, Yoshikazu Ito, Deborah Prezzi,* Miki Bonacci, Elisa Molinari,
and Carlo Mariani

Cite This: Nano Lett. 2022, 22, 2971−2977 Read Online

ACCESS Metrics & More Article Recommendations *sı Supporting Information

ABSTRACT: Conversion of free-standing graphene into pure
graphanewhere each C atom is sp3 bound to a hydrogen atom
has not been achieved so far, in spite of numerous experimental
attempts. Here, we obtain an unprecedented level of hydro-
genation (≈90% of sp3 bonds) by exposing fully free-standing
nanoporous samplesconstituted by a single to a few veils of
smoothly rippled grapheneto atomic hydrogen in ultrahigh
vacuum. Such a controlled hydrogenation of high-quality and high-
specific-area samples converts the original conductive graphene
into a wide gap semiconductor, with the valence band maximum
(VBM) ∼ 3.5 eV below the Fermi level, as monitored by
photoemission spectromicroscopy and confirmed by theoretical
predictions. In fact, the calculated band structure unequivocally
identifies the achievement of a stable, double-sided fully hydrogenated configuration, with gap opening and no trace of π states, in
excellent agreement with the experimental results.
KEYWORDS: graphane, nanoporous graphene, hydrogen functionalization, spectromicroscopy, density functional theory, GW calculations

■ INTRODUCTION
Maximum storage of hydrogen in carbon-based materials is
ideally achieved in graphene by forming the so-called graphane,
where each carbon atom in the honeycomb lattice is bound to
hydrogen with alternately up and down sp3 distorted bonds. In
graphane, the conjugation of graphene π electrons is thus
disrupted, leading to an insulating behavior with band gap
predicted to depend on the H chemisorption configuration.1,2

Experimentally, however, only a low H storage capacity has
been reached so far (∼36 at. %) on single-layer graphene3−14

with non-negligible contamination and defects. The maximum
H uptake depends on both the morphology of graphene
specimens (substrate-supported, transferred flakes, etc.) and
the hydrogenation methods. Several attempts to incorporate a
high percentage of hydrogen have been carried out in the last
decades, exploiting a variety of strategies on different samples.
Hot6,7,10 and cold4,14 plasma deposition and molecular H2
high-temperature cracking5,9 were applied to exfoliated
graphene layers,3,10 to chemical-vapor-deposition (CVD)
grown flakes,6,15,16 or even to metal−supported sam-
ples,5,8,9,11,17 reaching at most a partial hydrogenation of
monolayer graphene, with an upper limit of H uptake Θ ∼ 36
at. %,14 while an almost stoichiometric bulk graphane has been
obtained from halogenated reduced wrinkled and layered
graphenes.18 The limit of hydrogenation in single-layer

graphene can be due to several concurrent drawbacks, such
as oxygen contamination, the influence of the substrate, and
the presence of defects/edges in graphene flakes (either pre-
existing or induced by the hydrogenation itself).
A crucial challenge to fully exploit graphene for hydrogen

storage is to employ defect-free graphene specimens with very
high specific surface area, where hydrogen can adsorb strongly
enough on the surface as to form a thermodynamically stable
arrangement, achieving an ideal graphane pattern. Nanoporous
graphene (NPG)constituted by a compact, bicontinuous
interconnected 3D arrangement of high-quality graphene veils,
composed of one to a few weakly interacting layers19,20can
present great advantages to achieve a high uptake of hydrogen
in graphene. The free-standing, curved structure at the
submicrometer scale, with intrinsically smooth rippling, can
foster hydrogen chemisorption, favored by the increased
electron affinity of hydrogen and the energy barrier decrease

Received: January 13, 2022
Revised: March 10, 2022
Published: March 16, 2022

Letterpubs.acs.org/NanoLett

© 2022 The Authors. Published by
American Chemical Society
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• Distributing tritium on flat graphene has one drawback

• A simple semi-classical estimate:

QUANTUM SPREAD

7Angelo Esposito — IAS

spatially localized 
tritium

uncertainty on 
tritium’s momentum

spread in final 
electron energy

[Cheipesh, Cheianov, Boyarsky — PRD 2021, 2101.10069]

NuMass 2022

fluctuating momenta
pT = ΔpT

pHe = p̄He + ΔpHe
pe = p̄e + Δpe spread of initial tritium wave 

function (ΔxT ∼ 0.1 Å)

energy and momentum conservation returns

ΔEe ≃
pe ⋅ ΔpT

EHe
∼ pe

mHe

1
ΔxT

∼ 0.6 − 0.8 eV
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• Distributing tritium on flat graphene has one drawback

• A simple semi-classical estimate:

QUANTUM SPREAD

7Angelo Esposito — IAS

spatially localized 
tritium

uncertainty on 
tritium’s momentum

spread in final 
electron energy

[Cheipesh, Cheianov, Boyarsky — PRD 2021, 2101.10069]

NuMass 2022

spread of initial tritium wave 
function (ΔxT ∼ 0.1 Å)

an order of magnitude 
larger than the wanted 

energy accuracy

fluctuating momenta
pT = ΔpT

pHe = p̄He + ΔpHe
pe = p̄e + Δpe

energy and momentum conservation returns

ΔEe ≃
pe ⋅ ΔpT

EHe
∼ pe

mHe

1
ΔxT

∼ 0.6 − 0.8 eV
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Collaboration with Savannah River 
National Laboratory for Tritium Loading

22

~2Å flat potential – not chemically active
CNT, NPG, CVD-G, and De-localized Atomic T Geometries
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Superfluid
Fountain

Cold

Hot

G. Zhang and C. Tully 
(https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.01888)
(Highlight article:  Journal cover)

https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.01888
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Pitch 85 Long Trajectory

Andi Tan (Princeton)
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Doppler Shifting vs. Antenna Position

Antenna Angular Gain not yet applied – still evaluating options

Andi Tan (Princeton)
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Quantum-Limited Parametric Amp

Joint Project w/ MIT and Project 8

High Frequency Josephson Traveling Wave Parametric Amp (TWPA)



Measurement Arm:  µCal
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e-

E
C

Gt =
C

Thin sensors:
~1 eV electron can be 

stopped with very small C

20x20 µm

100x100 µm

10x10 µm 50x50 µm

Mauro Rajteri, Eugenio Monticone and others, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10909-019-02271-x
“TES Microcalorimeter for PTOLEMY”, J. Low Temp. Phys. 199 (2020) 138-142.

C. Pepe, E. Monticone, M. Rajteri

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10909-019-02271-x
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3 photons

λ= 1540 nm
(0.8 eV)

World-record TES calorimeter
w/50 meV resolution for CNB 

neutrinos

PTOLEMY
2 photons

1 photon

0 photons

baseline

min

am
pl

it
ud

e
co

un
ts

time (100ns/div)

Infrared
Photons

1% energy resolution at optical photon energies, i.e.
measures the wavelength of a 500nm photon to a few nm

C. Pepe, E. Monticone, M. Rajteri
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Optimal filter
1 = 1540 nm 
800 0.16eV
60 :0.53 

3

2

1

Area = 2500 µm2

Tc = 52 mK
EIR = 0.8 eV

DFWHM = 0.16 eV

DFWHM = 0.16 eV

DFWHM = 0.05 eV

Resolution of ~ mn :
Area ~ 15 µm x 15 µm

à Demonstrate with electrons
C. Pepe, E. Monticone, M. Rajteri



End-to-end Transport w/Kassiopeia

33Wonyong Chung (Princeton)



Zero-Field Calorimeter Transition

34

Wonyong Chung (Princeton)



LNGS Full-Scale Prototype
• Based on an initial test integration at Princeton:
• Iron-return flux magnet
• small 14-C target
• RF antenna
• Cryostat
• Filter electron HV
• Tagging silicon detector

• Validate the construction design of the LNGS prototype and 
launch fabrication in Fall 2022
• Operate through 2024, then switch to superconducting coil

35



LNGS Magnet Design

36Andi Tan (Princeton)Coil and Power Supply Specs submitted to Danfysik
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Summary

• The sustained effort in PTOLEMY R&D is a testament to the 
importance we place on pushing the frontier of early 
Universe neutrino cosmology
• We are headed for a break through on detecting the 

absolute neutrino mass with our new high precision 
measurement system
• The future of CNB detection is in our hands and we have to 

do everything we can to carry that responsibility forward 
until it can be finally achieved

38
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1. Are there general topics that you would like to see addressed by the community in order to improve our 
physics reach? Theory, experimental techniques, new ideas?
Strongly in favor of joint theory-exp efforts on target physics.  Program of measurements to identify final-state 
systems that are optimal for neutrino mass observables.

2. What possibilities do you see for future synergies, cooperation and collaborations in this community? 
Beyond this workshop, what would be good ways to begin and promote these collaborations?
PTOLEMY electron RF-tracking and Project 8 RF energy measurements (and KATRIN time-tagging?) could 
learn a lot from each other.  Perhaps a review article on RF techniques.

3. How do you see the next 5-10 years unfolding? What milestones do you expect? What roadblocks are you 
worried about? How will the different approaches compare with each other?
LNGS full-scale PTOLEMY prototype operational by 2024.  Full endpoint electron target-to-TES energy 
resolution of 50 meV is the expected milestone (excluding target physics).  Roadblocks are primarily in the 
challenges of commissioning the new filter.  Beyond 2024, filter and target scalability are milestones (next 
slide).

4. If and when a direct experiment measures a neutrino mass, what will be necessary to persuade the 
community of the validity of the measurement -- especially if the value conflicts with cosmological 
constraints?
Independent methods and systematic controls over target physics and measurements systems.

5. What topics or questions would you like to introduce for this discussion?
More collaboration on the future of the neutrino mass measurements.

Milano-Bicocca, Italy
7 June 2022
Chris Tully



Antenna Studies
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